Featuring a sleek, cosmopolitan design, the HP Urban Lite Courier Bag combines style with protection for your notebook PC.

- **Stylish courier bag to protect your PC**
  The trendy HP Urban Lite Courier Bag securely holds your notebook PC. The padded interior protects your notebook from shocks and scratches while the zip pockets hold accessories such as pens, AC adapters, extra batteries, and mice.

- **Convenient access**
  The quick grab pocket puts things instantly within your reach.

- **HP reliability**
  Tested by HP to ensure reliability and security to protect your investment.

- **Easy to carry**
  A comfortable double strap adjusts on the sides, rather than on your shoulder, enabling you to easily alter its length for optimal comfort.

- **Compatibility**
  The HP Urban Lite Courier Bag holds notebook PCs with displays up to 13.3 inches.

Compatibility
- Up to 13.3” Notebook

Dimensions
- Out of package: 279.4 x 63.5 x 381 mm
- Packed: 290 x 64 x 385 mm

Weight
- Out of package: 0.43 Kg
- Packed: 0.43 Kg

Warranty
- 1 Year Limited Warranty

Additional information
- P/N: FX406AA
- UPC/EAN code: 884420373452

What’s in the box
- Case
- Warranty
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